Features

- Aesthetic, compact, thin profile design blends into commercial spaces
- AccuLED adjustable optics optimize coverage up to 25’
- EZ Hang simplifies installation and reduces labor
- EZ Key battery disconnect simplifies installation and protects the battery
- Five-year product warranty
- Fifteen-year prorated battery warranty
- Maintenance-free NiCad battery and LED
- UL 924 damp location listed; 0°C to 40°C rated; 120V/277V

Product Features

**EZ Hang Installation Feature**

The EZ Hang feature allows the installer to mount the back plate first so that both hands are available for wiring. The fixture hangs from the back plate during the wiring process and then snaps into place.

**EZ Key Power Disconnect**

The patented EZ Key is an external battery disconnect that allows the product to be shipped with the battery connected internally. This prevents battery drain during the construction cycle to ensure that the battery isn’t damaged and is fully charged for inspection. EZ Key also saves the labor of internally connecting the battery after construction is complete.

**AccuLED Optics**

Patented AccuLED precision engineered optics display sharp cutoffs and an oval light pattern. This optimizes the path of egress per UL924 standards, resulting in fewer fixtures required as compared to similarly priced competitive products. The lens swivel feature within the AccuLED optics provide the opportunity of forward-throw of egress lighting and has a full 360° of rotation.